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Bear’s Ears, by Nick Janushewski

Our third meeting of the year is proving that practice does indeed make for
improvements, with perfection perhaps being an attainable goal. Our skills with the
new meeting format continue to increase, along with our comfort levels. And as part
of that increasing comfort, many of the photographs we selected are showing deeper,
personal understandings of art and our current time.

Upcoming Meetings

Leif served ably as both our moderator and presenter, deftly juggling the demands of
the technology alongside the insightful discussion. Our night included eighteen
images, with nearly half being black and white, or nearly so. Many members cited
Bruce’s article on monochrome photography as the inspiration for their photo choices,
demonstrating once again that Snapshots has an exceptionally talented readership.

November 4
Michael Anderson

October 21
Stephen Gilligan

November 18
Matthew Robertson

At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and diﬀerent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.
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Images Shown, October 7
Allan Flagel
Covid Sunset
Darcy Rector
Antarctic Moss
Dass
Dead End
Leif Petersen
Drink
Marvin Cooper
Skywalk
Matthew Robertson
What We Thought the Future
Would Look Like
Michael Anderson
Succulents
Mort Shapiro
Second Story
Nick Janushewski
Bear’s Ears
Paul Yi
Reverie Under Moon
Rhonda Starr
Figure It Out
Tom Yates
Image 121317
Bruce Macaulay
First Frost
David Kennedy
Mist on the Water

Tenderness, by Craig Lauder

Doris Woudenberg
Egret

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
Surreal Times, as Day
Seamlessly Blends Into Night

Guy St. Louis
Dancer

Craig Lauder
Tenderness

A twenty-five-cent word sprang unbidden into my mind: “noctilucent.”
The word described the glow of a cat’s eyes at night, but it also seemed right for the woman in the photograph.
– Sarah Gailey
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Dead End, by Dass

The great National Geographic photographer Sam Abell said “Often, we take pictures ahead of
ourselves. The truly original photographs, the few that we’ll take in our lives, happen out ahead of us
and we only grow up later to realize it”. That was the case with this image.
Shot in January 2017, it sat in my files relatively unnoticed until recently. I've been thinking a lot
about death lately, which is indeed a 'Dead End' and from which there is 'No Exit'. Interesting for me
that the road forward in the image is mysterious and unknown, and yet not ominous, dark and scary.
That's how I think about it. It's a very personal image.

As I have practiced it, photography produces pleasure by simplicity. I see something special and show it to the camera.
A picture is produced. The moment is held until someone sees it. Then it is theirs.
– Sam Abell
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First Frost, by Bruce Macaulay

This image can best be described as a “stopping to smell the flowers” moment. It was taken very
early in the morning as I was coming back after a long night of shooting on a film set.
Too often, when I would be racing to or from work, I would pass subjects, and a little voice inside
me would say to stop and take a photograph. Unfortunately, I seldom stopped, telling myself there
will be other moments in the future. Later, I would regret not having stopped. This image happened
because, for once, I heeded that little voice and stopped "to smell the flowers”.

I am invariably late for appointments - sometimes as much as two hours.
I've tried to change my ways but the things that make me late are too strong, and too pleasing.
– Marilyn Monroe
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I had never looked at a
sunset through a step-stool
before, but for me, this is
one of the greatest joys of
photography, to look at the
world a little diﬀerently.

Covid Sunset, by Allan Flagel

To be fully alive, fully human, and completely awake is to be continually thrown out of the nest.
– Pema Chödrön
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The middle of the 8th month on the
lunar calendar is the Middle Autumn
Festival in China and East Asia.
We wish everyone a full house as we
have a full moon on that day.

Reverie Under Moon, by Paul Yi

We are all dreamers creating the next world, the next beautiful world for ourselves and for our children.
– Yoko Ono
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Drink, by Leif Petersen

The Beamish House, in Port Hope, with its large, socially distanced patio, is the only restaurant we've
been to during the pandemic. I snuck onto the patio just before it opened for lunch to get a few shots
of the aging 'Drink Coca Cola' ad for a project I'm considering. I thought that this view showed an
interesting and amusing juxtaposition between that and the modern patio beer umbrellas.

I note, this summer, a mild claustrophobia: feeling oppressed in small rooms, needing the window open,
and to sit either by the window or door in restaurants.
– Susan Sontag
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Commentary – A Mindful Approach
by Stephen Gilligan
There is a consistent and timeless belief within the Forum that our prime objective is to maintain a high caliber of
insightful discussion during the print review. After all, the majority of our evening is spent on that task. So, I
would like to pose a rhetorical question. What is most important in your role as a Forum member: to provide
insightful commentary when called upon or to present one of your outstanding prints for the members to review?
I suggest that it is the former. I don’t want to imply that bringing great work to the Forum does not add value to
our evenings. It does. And all of us want to see great work that adds excitement and inspiration. I believe however
that it is our commentary that can spark ideas and elevate inspiration to the next level. When you go beyond the
basic aesthetic and technical merits of an image, it is the group’s interpretation in relation to the maker’s intent (or
lack of ) that adds value to the time we invest in the Forum.
The challenge for many of us is to spontaneously provide relevant comments when a print is placed in the light
box. I for one know very well the feeling of hearing my name called by the moderator and thinking, “I’ve got
nothing to say!”
To quickly get past this, I find it helpful to have a mental framework, an established thought process, that allows
for quick assessment of what is being viewed. But I am not writing this to give the “Commentary for Dummies”
approach. There are others more capable to provide suggestions or a road map to help boost commentary skills.
What I hope to do is encourage mindfulness about what we say, and encourage everyone, as a route to
improvement, to emulate the more experienced members of our group. Choose and study those that deliver
valuable insight and that you feel benefit the print maker and the group as a whole.
Here are two suggestions that take advantage of our pandemic-enforced switch to Zoom meetings:
1) Use the voice memo on your phone to record yourself speaking when oﬀering your comments. Sometime after
the meeting, listen to the recording. This self-assessment will help determine whether you clearly articulated your
thoughts and if your words added value to the discussion. For example, if you frequently hear yourself saying, “I
really like the way this looks” and that is your complete contribution, you likely need to dig deeper so you can
express what you think the photographer has done to make the image a success -or failure - in your eyes.
2) This next suggestion may be controversial and perhaps not allowed without universal agreement; but consider
recording the comments of members you feel typically elevate the discussion and add deeper insight to the process.
Again, after the meeting, go back and review how the member opened their statement, broke down the elements
of interest and developed their argument.
There is likely not a photographer that is not familiar with the saying, “imitation is the sincerest form of flattery”.
Many of us gained our foundation in photography by incorporating the ideas and methods of others into our own
work. This eventually leads, hopefully, to a unique self-expression that we can call our own. There is no reason why
this same principle cannot be applied to our commentary.
There is no expectation that we will all be orators extraordinaire. Let’s face it, we’re photographers. But we should
continue to build on the skills we have and make the evening commentary stimulating, fun and rewarding.
Stephen will be our moderator for the October 21 meeting.

Photography helps people to see.
– Berenice Abbott

